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Booxi is the appointment scheduling software of choice for brands and retailers looking 
to provide exceptional customer experiences.



We offer personalized services at scale, helping businesses create a unique and 
seamless customer journey that leads to higher conversion rates, bigger basket sizes 
and increased purchase frequency.




Our Product

On the front-end, Booxi offers a white-labeled Booking Widget that has a booking logic 
adapted for retail, making it simple for customers to schedule an appointment directly 
from your website or app.



In our Back Office, you can save time and achieve operational excellence by deploying 
new services and easily controlling availability across all your stores. Booxi handles the 
complexity of global retailers and makes it easy to scale your service offer worldwide, 
boosting customer retention and loyalty with automated communications before and 
after an appointment.


End-to-end , ready to be deployed.personalized journeys

With the Booxi API and integrations with leading technologies,

retailers can imagine and launch new experiences in just a few days. 



 Capture rich zero-party data: Booxi can help you capture valuable data before and 
after the appointment takes place

 Reveal omnichannel journeys: Get the full picture by linking offline conversions to 
online interactions. 




Data, Growth & Insights

Data & Insights leads to .

We help you better understand your customers such that you can remove friction in the 
sales cycle and delight them at every step.

exceptional experiences

Our technology allows brands and retailers to capture more data and explore powerful 
insights such as purchase intent and offline conversions to optimize the customer 
journey throughout the entire lifecycle.

Are you ready for 
?exceptional

Contact us to learn how Booxi can help 
you elevate your customer experience.

booxi.com

78% boost in repeat purchases

2x increase in basket size

90% conversion rates
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